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The Children’s Hearings (Scotland) Act 2011 (Rules
of Procedure in Children’s Hearings) Rules 2013

PART 20
Notifying decisions

Notifying decision of section 126 (review of contact direction) hearing

92.—(1)  Within 5 days of the children’s hearing held under section 126 of the Act the Reporter
must give to the persons mentioned in paragraph (2) the information mentioned in paragraph (3).

(2)  Those persons are—
(a) the child;
(b) each relevant person;
(c) any appointed safeguarder;
(d) any individual who has a contact order regulating contact between the individual and the

child;
(e) any individual who has a permanence order which specifies arrangement for contact

between the individual and the child;
(f) any person who requested a children’s hearing be held under section 126(2)(b) of the Act.

(3)  That information is—
(a) details of the decision of the children’s hearing;
(b) the reasons for that decision;
(c) notice of any right to appeal the children’s hearing’s decision under section 161 (appeal to

sheriff against decision affecting contact or permanence order) of the Act;
(d) where the person is subject to an order under section 159 (frivolous and vexatious appeals)

of the Act, confirmation of the need for that person to seek leave from the sheriff to appeal
the decision.

(4)  The Reporter must give to the persons mentioned in paragraph (5) the information mentioned
in paragraph (3)(a) and (b).

(5)  Those persons are—
(a) the implementation authority where the decision was to make a compulsory supervision

order or interim compulsory supervision order and in any other case the relevant local
authority for the child;

(b) any person who under the compulsory supervision order, interim compulsory supervision
order, medical examination order or warrant to secure attendance is responsible for
providing any service, support or accommodation in respect of the child.


